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Due to the variety of burner structure and fuel mixing, the flame temperature distribution is not only 
manifold but also complex. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an advanced temperature 
measurement technique, which can provide not only the adequate flame radiative information but also 
reconstruct the complex temperature accurately. This paper presents a comprehensive simulation of 
flame temperature reconstruction through multi-plenoptic camera techniques. A novel multi-plenoptic 
camera imaging technique is proposed which is able to provide adequate flame radiative information 
only from two different directions and to reconstruct the three dimensional (3D) temperature of a flame. 
An inverse algorithm i.e., Non-negative Least Squares is used to reconstruct the flame temperature. 
To verify the reconstruction algorithm, two different temperature distributions such as unimodal 
axisymmetric and bimodal asymmetric are used. Numerical simulations are carried out to evaluate the 
performance of the technique. It has been observed that the reconstruction accuracy decreases with 
the increasing of signal-to-noise ratios. However, compared with the single plenoptic and conventional 
multi-camera techniques, the proposed method has the advantages of lower relative error and better 
reconstruction quality and stability even with the higher SNRs for both temperature distributions. 
Therefore, the proposed multi-plenoptic camera imaging technique is capable of reconstructing the 
complex 3-D temperature fields more accurately. 
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Combustion is widely applied in industrial processes such as power plants, aerospace engineering, 
solid propellant rockets, and ferrous metallurgy. The accurate measurement of the flame temperature 
would be significant to adjust the combustion mode, optimize the combustion process and control the 
pollutant emissions (NOx and CO). Due to the variety of burner structures and fuel mixing, the 
characteristics of the flame become complex. Therefore, it is desirable to develop an advanced 
measurement technique that can provide not only the adequate flame radiative information but also 
reconstruct the complex such as multi-peak flame temperature accurately. Over the past years, 
various measurement techniques were developed to obtain the flame temperature (Zhouˈ2005). 
They are mainly categorised into intrusive and non-intrusive techniques. For instance, thermocouple is 
a typical intrusive, simple and intuitive temperature measurement technique and it measures the flame 
temperature point by point. In addition, it affects the original structure of the flame thus the 
temperature distribution and combustion process (Yilmaz N, 2008, Hindasageri V, 2013). Therefore, 
this technique is restricted in many industrial processes. In contrast, the non-intrusive measurement 
techniques do not directly contact with the flame and do not interfere with the temperature distribution 
in the combustion process. 
 
Various non-intrusive measurement techniques were reported based on acoustic computed 
tomography (CT), laser-based and radiative imaging (Zheng L, 2011; Denisov A, 2014; Tolles W M, 
1977; Cheng Q, 2014). For example, Zhang et al. (2015) used an acoustic CT to monitor the cross-
sectional temperature of a boiler furnace and the temperature was reconstructed through an iterative 
algebraic reconstruction technique (ART). Yang et al. (2015) utilized a multiplexed tunable diode laser 
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absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) technique to obtain spatially resolved temperature information from 
a low-pressure premixed flame reactor. Although the acoustic CT techniques have been attracted 
extensive attention to the scientists, difficult to acquire 3-D temperature profile due to poor resistance 
to high temperature. Besides, due to the complexity of optical path and higher cost of the system, the 
laser-based techniques are generally not suitable for abominably industrial environments. Among 
those techniques, the radiative imaging-based techniques have been recognized as effective and 
accurate for the flame temperature measurement. In addition, they are relatively simple in system 
setup, cost-effective and easy to manipulate for industrial environments. Based on sensing devices 
and computational techniques, they are divided into single-camera and multi-camera imaging 
techniques. For instance, Brisely et al. (2005) proposed a single-camera technique to reconstruct the 
cross-sectional temperature of a gas flame. Y. Lu (1998) also utilized a single-camera technique to 
measure the 3-D temperature of a flame. The single-camera techniques are simple but unable to 
reconstruct complex and turbulent flames temperature. Only suitable for stable or rotational 
symmetrical flames. The multi-camera techniques utilize multiple sensing devices (i.e., CCD/CMOS or 
optical imaging fibres) to obtain multiple perspective projections from different directions of a flame 
and to reconstruct the flame temperature. For example, Hossain et al. (2012, 2013) proposed a multi-
camera technique based on optical fibre sensing integrating CT and two-color pyrometry to reconstruct 
grey-level intensity and temperature of the flame. Zhou et al. (2005) developed a system with eight 
image detectors to capture monochromatic radiation intensity of a pulverized-coal-fired flame. Cheng 
et al. (2014) utilized four CCD detectors to reconstruct the 3-D temperature distribution of a gas-fired 
pilot tubular furnace flame. Floyd et al. (2011) used five cameras and number of mirrors located 
uniformly around the burner to obtain 48 projections of the flame. Although the multi-camera 
techniques are able to acquire more radiative information and to reconstruct complex flame 
temperature, they are complex in setup, high cost due to the increase of multiple sensing devices. 
Also, a high degree of coupling and synchronization are required for the multi-camera techniques. 
 
In recent years, the single plenoptic camera (light field) technique has been attracting significant 
attention (Georgiev T G, 2010) in the area of combustion monitoring due to its capability of acquiring 
directions and positions information of the flame simultaneously in a single exposure. For instance, 
Sun et al. (2016) applied a single light field camera to record 3-D radiative information of ethylene 
diffusion flame and the least square QR-factorization algorithm (LSQR) is used to reconstruct the 
flame temperature through simulations and experiments. Zhao et al. (2017) proposed an optical 
sectioning tomography along with a single light field imaging technique to reconstruct the 3-D flame 
temperature. Huang et al. (2018) also used a single plenoptic camera with Landweber method to 
reconstruct the 3-D temperature distribution. Although the single plenoptic camera is able to record 
directions and positions information of the flame simultaneously, however, the directional difference of 
the radiative information recorded by the single plenoptic camera is limited and thus rendering similar 
radiative information of the flame for the temperature reconstruction. The ill-conditioning and 
mathematical ambiguity will also worsen to solve the radiative information accurately and result in the 
lower accuracy and resolution, especially for complex and turbulent flames. More radiative information 
with a larger directional difference and higher resolution are required to achieve accurate flame 
temperature measurement. The motivations of this study are to investigate numerically flame radiative 
information for temperature reconstruction through multi-plenoptic camera techniques and to compare 
reconstruction accuracy with the single plenoptic and conventional multi-camera techniques.  
 
This study presents a novel method to reconstruct the 3-D temperature of a flame based on multi-
plenoptic cameras (i.e., two) and the numerical simulations. A plenoptic imaging model is developed to 
acquire the flame radiative information and a Non-negative Least Squares (NNLS) algorithm is used to 
reconstruct the temperature. Feasibility and practicality of the techniques are evaluated through the 
simulations. The evaluation of the proposed technique is also carried out under unimodal symmetrical 
and bimodal asymmetrical flames temperature distribution with different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). 
The results obtained from the proposed technique are presented. The results also compared with the 
single plenoptic camera and the conventional multi-camera techniques and discussed.  
 
2 PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 
 
2.1  System description 
 
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed multi-plenoptic camera system. The system 
consists of two identical plenoptic cameras and a computer with application software. Two plenoptic 
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cameras are placed at two different angles (0° and 45°) around the flame to obtain flame radiativ e 
information. In the plenoptic camera, a microlens array is installed between the photosensor and the 
main lens. The photosensor of the plenoptic camera deviates from the focal plane of the microlens 
array. The plenoptic camera thus reduces the dimension of the directional sampling and improves the 
dimension of the spatial sampling. The directional radiative intensity of the whole field of view (FOV) is 
obtained by ray tracing technique. In order to achieve this, a pinhole camera model is used to trace the 
rays. The radiative rays traced from the sensor pixels to the flame. The parameters of the plenoptic 




Figure 1. Schematic of the multi-plenoptic camera system 
 
Table 1. Parameters of plenoptic camera 
Symbol Description Value 
Lom (mm) the distance between flame centerline to the main lens 505 
Lmm (mm) the distance between main lens and microlens array 53.1 
Lmp (ȝP) the distance between microlens array and photosensor 480 
f (mm) the focal length of the main 50 
fm (ȝP) the focal length of the microlens 600 
Nm number of microlenses 60×60 
Np number of pixels covered by each microlens array 12 
dp (ȝP) length of the pixels 8 
dm (ȝP) the diameter of each microlens 95 
 
To compare the results obtained by the proposed system and the conventional multi-camera system, 
two conventional CCD cameras are also placed in the similar locations to obtain the flame radiative 
information. The focal length of the main lens of the conventional camera is 50 mm, the distance 
between flame centerline to the main lens is 505 mm, the distance between the main lens and the 
photosensor is 55.5 mm. 
 
3 MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE 
 
3.1 Plenoptic Imaging Model 
 
As shown in Fig. 2, a subject of interest at the desired depth is imaged in both the conventional and 
the light field cameras. In a conventional camera, rays from a single point on the subject are brought to 
a single convergence point on the photosensor. However, rays from a single point on the subject are 
brought to a single convergence point on the virtual image plane of the main lens in light field camera. 
Then the microlens separates these rays based on direction, creating a focused image on the array of 
pixels underneath the microlens. It is important to establish a plenoptic imaging model to acquire 
directional radiative information from the whole FOV of the plenoptic image. To achieve that a 
plenoptic imaging model is proposed in this study. The plenoptic imaging model divided into; 1) 
imaging by the main lens and 2) imaging by the microlens array. To obtain the directional radiative 
information of the whole FOV, the ray must be traced from the pixel to the object. It can be determined 
by the main lens plane and microlens array in the plenoptic camera. As shown in Figure 2, the pixel 
point 2 and virtual image point 1 is conjugated for the corresponding microlens and their center is point 
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3. Also, point 1 and virtual point 5 is conjugated for the main lens and their center is point 0. Therefore, 
the coordinate (x1, y1, z1) of point 1 can be derived from the following equations; 
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where (x2, y2, z2) is the coordinate of point 2, (x3, y3, z3) is the coordinate of point 3. Lmv is the distance 
between the virtual image plane and the microlens array. Similar way, the coordinate (x5, y5, z5) of 
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where (x0, y0, z0) is the coordinate of point 0. The direction of the flame radiation with the known 
coordinates of the point 4 and 5 can be calculated by, 
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 (a) Conventional camera (b) Plenoptic camera 
 
Figure 2. Schematic of flame radiation sampling with a conventional camera and plenoptic camera 
 
3.2 A mathematical model for flame temperature 
 
The intensity detected from a pixel is regarded as the intensity of the ray, which can be calculated 
using Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE). Based on the Mie theory, the scattering of soot particles is 
far less than the absorption in flames (Felske J D, 1973), therefore, in this study, the scattering is 
ignored and only the absorption is taken into consideration. Hence, taking the intensity of the ray along 
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where IȜL is the final radiation intensity of the flame for path L, IEȜ and ĲL are the blackbody radiation 
intensity and the optical thickness of the voxel. ĲL is equal to the integral of the absorption coefficient 
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where m is the number of final radiation ray L, IȜ is the radiation intensity detected by the photosensor, 
n is the total number of the voxel that the radiation ray passes through, A is the coefficient matrix. 
 
3.3 Inverse algorithm 
 
In the inverse problem, the radiative intensities received by the photosensor IȜ regarded as input, the 
temperature field can be obtained based on the blackbody radiative intensity IEȜ and Planck¶s law. The 
dependence of blackbody radiative intensity IEȜ and the temperature T is expressed by Eq. (11). Due 
to the pixels covered by the fame image is high, so the RTEs composed by Eq. (10) is enormous. 
Meanwhile, the number of the voxel that each ray crosses through is far less than the total number of 
the voxel, result in a sparse large and ill-conditioned matrix A with a large number of zeros. This paper 
utilizes the Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS) algorithm to solve these problems. In this method, 
when the selected component is negative, sets it to zero and continue iterates until converge. It can 
guarantee the non-negativity of the result and it possesses good stability. The detailed procedures of 
the NNLS algorithm can be found in Ref. (LAWSON C L, 1995).  
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where c1 is the first radiation constant, 3.7418h10-16 WÂm2, c2 is the second radiation constant, 1.4388
h10-2 mÂK, Ȝ is the wavelength of the flame radiation. T(r) is the temperature at the location r, K. 
 
4 NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, numerical simulations are carried out to 
reconstruct the flame temperature. Two different flame temperature distributions are used and 
described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The simulated flame is considered as a cylindrical and the 
temperature range is set to 1000 ± 2000 K. The radius (R) and axial length (Z) of the simulated flame 
are 0.008 m and 0.03 m, respectively. The cylindrical flame is divided into 432 grids, that is N¶hNrh
Nz =12h6h6. The absorption coefficient of 10 m-1 used in this study is based on the Ref. (Santoro R J, 
1987). The simulations are also carried out for the single plenoptic camera (placed at 45°) and the 
conventional multi-camera systems. Their results are compared with the proposed system.  
 




To verify the proposed technique, the unimodal axisymmetric temperature field of the simulated flame 
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where r and z are the radial and axial coordinates of the coordinate system, respectively. The 
temperature distribution obtained from the (12) is shown in Figure 3 as cross-sectional and longitudinal 
distributions. 
 
   
                          (a) Cross-sections (b) Longitude-section, X = 0 mm 
 
Figure 3. The temperature distribution of a unimodal axisymmetric flame 
 
4. 2 Bimodal asymmetric temperature distribution  
 
The proposed technique is also evaluated under complex flame temperature distribution. In practical, 
the flame is complex and asymmetric. Therefore, it is required to examine the practicality and 
performance of the proposed technique under asymmetric and complex temperature distribution. To 
achieve that a bimodal asymmetric temperature distribution which has two-peak flame temperature is 
considered. It can be defined as follows (Niu C Y, 2016); 
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where x, y and z are the coordinates of the coordinate system, respectively. The bimodal asymmetric 
temperature distribution derived from the (13) is shown in Figure 4. 
 
   




Figure 4. The temperature distribution of a bimodal asymmetric flame 
 
4.3 Effects of Noise and Error Calculation 
 
In order to investigate the performance of the technique under different noises, the Gaussian noises 
i.e., signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) are added to the flame radiative intensity. In this study, the SNR = 
1dB, 10dB and 20 dB are considered. The SNR is defined as follows; 
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where IȜi is the spectral radiative intensity of the ith pixel of the photosensor, Ni is the noise value of the 
ith pixel of the photosensor, k is the number of pixels of the photosensor. To evaluate the performance, 











where Trst  is the reconstructed temperature, Tori  is the original temperature. 
 
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Figures 5 and 6 show the simulated flame images obtained for the plenoptic and the conventional 
multi-camera systems. As shown in Figure 5, the flame radiative intensity is similar at angles 0° and 45° 
for the unimodal axisymmetric condition. It can be seen that the radiative intensity distribution is not 
continuous due to the microlens array in the plenoptic camera. On the contrary, the radiative 
distribution is continuous for the conventional camera. For the bimodal asymmetric condition, the 
distribution of the flame radiative intensity is non-uniform at angles 0๦ and 45๦ as shown in Figure 6. 
Where the simulated flame images manifest the complex temperature distribution at different angles. 
 
 
0° 45° 0° 45° 
(a) Plenoptic camera    (b) Conventional camera 
 
Figure 5. Simulated flame images at different angles under unimodal axisymmetric 
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Figure 6. Simulated flame images at different angles under bimodal asymmetric 
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Figure 7. The reconstructed relative error distributions of simulated flame temperature at SNR = 1 dB. 
 
Figure 7 shows the distribution of reconstructed relative error of the unimodal axisymmetric and 
bimodal asymmetric flame temperature at SNR = 1 dB. It can be seen that the better reconstruction 
quality is achieved for the proposed technique compared to the single and conventional multi-camera 
techniques, especially in the high-temperature regions. For unimodal axisymmetric, the maximum 
reconstruction error is 7.6×10-4 for the proposed technique, however, 6.7×10-3 and 2×10-2 for the single 
plenoptic camera and the conventional multi-camera techniques, respectively. The mean relative 
errors of the reconstructed unimodal axisymmetric and bimodal asymmetric flame temperature are 
shown in Figure 8. It has been observed that the reconstruction error decreases with the increasing of 
SNRs. The results obtained from this study demonstrate that the bimodal asymmetric flame 
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In this paper, a multi-plenoptic camera technique is proposed to reconstruct the flame temperature. 
Numerical simulations are carried out for the proposed technique. A plenoptic imaging model is 
developed to obtain the directional radiative intensity of the flame. The non-negative least square 
algorithm is used to reconstruct the simulated flame temperature. The results showed that the flame 
temperature can be reconstructed accurately by the proposed technique and the reconstruction 
accuracy remains higher even with the SNR = 1 dB. The mean relative error is calculated to evaluate 
the system. The mean relative error is smaller for the unimodal and bimodal temperature distributions 
compared to single plenoptic and conventional multi-camera techniques. Also, the better 
reconstruction quality is achieved by the proposed technique. Thus, the more accurate flame 
temperature can be obtained and the proposed technique has the potential to be applied to measure 
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